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0. ABSTRACT

This paper describes the state-of-the-art in the Saclay hot cells for
examining L.W.R. fuels. First, we present the classical path followed by a
fuel rod in the laboratory, to begin with non-destructive testing : visual,
metrological, eddy current (on the clad and on the zirconia layer) and j-
scan inspections. This is completed by destructive examinations, such as
free volume determination and fission gases analyses, density measurement
and metallographies including X-rays diffraction and microprobe (EPMA/WDX).
These two last techniques enable the identification of elements and
chemical nature of compounds which are present. Some complementary
examinations are performed in other C.E.A. laboratories, such as S.E.M.,
burn-up (Nd) and mass spectrometry.

We also perform mechanical tests on metallic components, on clads and
guide-tubes (tensile tests, creep, burst or fatigue tests by internal
pressure). Another apparatus is devoted to the study of irradiated clad
behaviour during LOCA-type transients. Finally, some other expertises can
be done on the assembly itself (temperatures, metrology), on grid springs
(tensile tests on very tiny samples), and on upper plates (visual, spring
rigidity).

In the second chapter, a particular emphasis is given to the
developments in progress, or planned in the near future. This includes :
(a) The implementation of a new non-destructive testing bench to inspect

more fuel rods simultaneously.
(b) A new image analyzer to be applied e.g. to hydrides analysis in the

clad, or to the inspection of safety test fuel bundles (blockage
ratio, percentages of each component,...).

(c) As for mechanical testing, we describe here the tensile tests on
clads or on guide-tubes, performed on longitudinal samples or ring
samples (made by spark machining). These are particularly convenient
for comparing low and very high burn-up fuels, where clads are
becoming increasingly brittle.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the state-of-the-art in the Saclay hot cells for
examining Light Water Reactor fuels. This laboratory includes in fact three
different buildings [1] :
(a) One main hot cell, which is used as a dispatching center for the

different objects.
(b) A series of concrete or lead shielded hot cells for examination of

nuclear fuels.
(c) Another series of lead cells for studies on irradiated metals

(especially mechanical testing).

2. GENERAL CAPABILITIES OF THE LABORATORY FOR PWR

2.1. Non-destructive examinations on single fuel rod

After being extracted from its assembly, either in the reactor pool
or in our main hot cell, a single fuel rod usually follows the classical
path in the laboratory, to begin with non-destructive testing : visual
inspection, neutron radiography, longitudinal yspectrometry, diameter
measurements, eddy current cladding testing, and non destructive
measurement of the outside oxide layer thickness on the cladding.

2.2. Destructive examinations on single fuel rod

This is completed by destructive examinations, such as retrieval and
analysis of the gas held in the rod, free volume measurement, qualitative
and quantitative metallography of fuel rod sections, hydrogen pick up
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dosage from cladding material, U02 volumic mass measurement, X-ray
diffraotometry applied to fuel, cladding, structural materials or cruds,
and electron microprobe analysis on fuel section (EPMA/WDX).

These two last techniques enable the identification of elements and
chemical nature of compounds which are present in the sample. The EPMA
technique has been described in a previous report [2], and is very useful
for studies at high burn-up to give the radial fission products and Pu
distributions.

Some complementary examinations are performed in other C.E.A.
laboratories, such as scanning electron microscope examinations (SEM), or
H, Pu, Nd and Gd isotope content dosage in order to obtain a burn-up
evaluation, to be compared to the results given by yspectrometry.

The laboratory is also equipped to refabricate small fuel rods, with
a view to in-pile testing (e.g. ramp tests) [3] . These refabricated rods
can be pressurized with some representative inner atmospheres, and
instrumented or not by thermocouples, pressure transducers or small
diameter tubes to study fission gas release.

2.3. Mechanical testing of irradiated materials

We also perform mechanical tests on metallic components, on clads and
guide-tubes (tensile tests, creep, burst or fatigue tests by internal
pressure).

Another apparatus is devoted to the study of irradiated clad
behaviour during loss of coolant accident (LOCA) type transients. After
chemical dissolution of the U02 inside a fuel rod segment, the clad is
submitted to an internal pressure and to a heating by Joule effect,
according to a given transient scenario [4].

2.4. Examinations on the whole assembly

Finally, some dismantling and rebuilding can be done on 900 MWe unit
fuel assemblies, such as removal of a few rods for inspection, and fixing a
new top in order to send the assembly for reprocessing [5]. The associated
expertises are : visual inspection, metrology (longitudinal, rod to rod
gap, or rod diameter), guide tubes inside temperatures. Some examinations
can be performed on spacer grid springs (tensile tests on very tiny
samples, lattice measurement), and on upper plates (visual, spring load).

3. NEW DEVELOPMENTS

In this chapter, a particular emphasis 5 ~ given to the developments
in progress, or planned in the near future. 7 includes a new non-
destructive testing bench, a new image analyze and for mechanical
testing, we describe here the tensile tests on clads or or. guide-tubes,
performed on longitudinal samples or ring samples.

3.1. Non-destructive testing bench

3.1.1. Capability

The main interests of this apparatus are : to enable a good
geometrical superposition (2,9) of the different measurements on the sarr̂ e
bench, provided that the rod is kept constantly by the prehensile tool, and
to inspect more fuel rods simultaneously.

After a careful cleaning of a previously contaminated concrete cell,
the bench was manufactured, checked, and is r.ow in the process of being
installed and tested in cell. It allowed the examination c: P.W.R. fuel
rods corresponding to the French 900 MWe units or smaller, i.e. with a
length between 1COO and 4000 rrun. Oianieters can fee accepted frcnt 8 to 13 rrs:.

The examinations that can be achieved by this bertcr., are the
following :
(a) Rod length measurement, with a total error < •*•/- 0.5 tea.
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(b) Diametral metrology, by inductive transducers, with a measurement
every 0.1 mm along the Z axis, and a total error < +/- 3 jam.

(c) Measurement of the outside oxide layer thickness on the cladding, by
eddy currents, with a measure every 0.1 mm along the Z axis and a
total error < +/- 3 (Jm.

(d) Integrity control of the claddings by eddy current testing, with an
annular sensor, and 10 (X,Y) points recording each mm along the Z
axis.

(e) Rod surface temperature, with a thermocouple (about 10 measurements
along the rod, +/- 1°C in the range 20°C - 100°C) .
For diameters and oxide thickness measurements, a 30 mm dead length

at each end of the fuel rod cannot be observed. These both types of
examination may also be performed following an helical movement. For
integrity control of the clad, the dead length is 50 mm long.

3.1.2. Description

The new bench is mainly composed of :
(a) A vertical structure including a prehensile tool for holding the fuel

rod during the examination (see figure 1).
(b) A rotating cylinder placed in a shielded well below the cell,
(c) Three barrels installed in the rotating cylinder (see figure 2), plus

a spare one. Each barrel can support 6 fuel rods of approximately the
same length (maximum dispersion : 15 mm).

(d) A rotating plate, which supports the measuring sensors (length
measurement, diameter metrology, oxide thickness, clad integrity and
temperature) above 4 different holes. This plate is located at the
bottom of the vertical structure.
The barrels are loaded with the irradiated fuel rods in the main hot

cell, and then placed inside the rotating cylinder of the bench in the non-
destructive hot cell. With an endless screw system, the 6 fuel rods to
examine first are elevated up to the plate, and caught one by one by the
prehensile tool. During its upward movement and the measures recording, the
rod is maintained at the bottom of the vertical structure by a guiding
tool.

A total length measurement can be made, by comparison with a
standard. For this purpose, the rod is taken out of the well, and an
inductive contact gauge is placed under the bottom end plug.

The other measurements are performed one after the other, by each
sensor system, with a small turn of the rotating plate. The recording is
made during an upward translation of the rod.

Apart from this bench, the same hot cell is being fitted out with a j
spectrometry system, and a fission gases retrieval and free volume
measurement apparatus (see figure 3). This puncturing device can accept
fuel rods up to 1300 MWe types in horizontal position, or up to 900 MWe
types in vertical position.

3.2. Image analysis system

After puncturing, the fuel rods are cut, and sent to destructive
examinations, such as metallography, which is equipped with an image
analysis system.

Up to now, the apparatus used has been a Quantimet 900 from
Cambridge, operating on an optical microscope, or on photographs, but a new
system TK 8500 from Tracer Northern (see figure 1} is now installed in our
laboratory. In the coming year, it is planned to associate it with a Jeol
type JSM 5400 scanning electron microscope (SEM).

This image analysis technique is currently applied to the hydrides
study in the clad, to the quantification of porosities in the uranium
oxide, or to the inspection of safety test fuel bundles (blockage ratio,
percentages of each component,...). In this last case, the use of the EPMA
in association with the image analysis can be particularly fruitful.
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3.3. Mechanical testing

Another aspect of the destructive examinations is to investigate the
mechanical characteristics of the metallic components of the fuel assembly.

In that field, we discuss only the tensile tests on clads or on
guide-tubes. If they concern clads, these have beforehand undergone a
chemical dissolution of the irradiated oxide fuel performed in another
laboratory. The tensile tests are performed on longitudinal samples or on
ring samples.

It is indeed difficult to fix correctly the tensile samples issued
from increasingly irradiated Zircaloy tubes. To overcome this problem, the
samples are finished off by spark machining [6]. The idea is to decrease
the center part of the tube in order to decrease the tensile stresses at
both fixing ends, and to localize elongation and rupture in the middle of
the sample.

3.3.1. Longitudinal tests

For longitudinal tensile tests, a sample as shown in figure 5 is
perfectly convenient for tests on irradiated Zircaloy tubes, for
determining stresses as well as elongations.

3.3.2. Ring teats

For tensile tests in transverse direction, a ring sample with two
smaller parts (see figure 6) gives quite good results, mainly for very
brittle materials, without ductility. The tools are made of two half-
cylinders, which are moved apart to break the sample (see figure 7). This
method could sometimes serve as a substitute for burst tests, which are
difficult to achieve on highly irradiated tubes.

The spark machining on Zy tubes is feasible, provided that the
zirconia layer has been previously removed from the Zircaloy tube, which
has stayed a long time in the P.W.R. water. This removal is simply
performed with a diamond tool (and some technical skill).

These ring tests are particularly adapted to the comparison of low
and very high burn-up fuels, where clads are becoming increasingly brittle.
This technique is also interesting for studies on zircaloy anisotropic
evolution with burn-up.

4. CONCLUSION

This document is designed to give an overall idea of the
possibilities of our laboratory. You could find hereafter a few references
on detailec tecnniques already published.
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Figure 1 : General view of the non-destructive bench including the
vertical structure and the rotating plate supporting the sensors.
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Figure 2 : Detail of the non-destructive bench
barrels and cylinder.

rotating plate.
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Figure 4 : Image Analysis System.
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Figure 5 : Longitudinal tensile test sample, obtained by spark
machining.
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Figure 6 : Comparison between two types of longitudinal tensile tests
samples.
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Figure 7 : Method for ring tests. The samples are made by spark
machining.


